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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

 

ABM ACCOUNT DIRECTOR 

The Company 

Quantum Marketing has a 20 year heritage in the technology sector. We are specialists in B2B 
technology campaign activations blending data, creative, multi-channel marketing and 
technology. We are very much commercially focussed, providing pipeline development for our 
clients.  

We are also an award-winning agency and need to maintain and further develop our high 
standards through the development of our talented team. 

The Role 

The Client Services team is at the heart of the business, delivering products and solutions to our 
clients in an effort to grow their businesses.  

As ABM Account Director you will be responsible for a highly-targeted organic growth strategy in 
which marketing and sales collaborate to target best-fit accounts. You will have in-depth 
expertise of sales and marketing to locate, engage with, and close deals with high-value 
accounts. 

You will be responsible for an evolved B2B ABM strategy that improves marketing ROI, drives 
attributed revenue, generates qualified leads, and aligns sales with marketing.  

This position reports into the Client Services Director and works closely with the sales, marketing 
team and internal operational teams to deliver exceptional campaigns that dazzle our clients and 
provide them with clear ROI and absolute confidence.  

The Account Director will support the Client Services Director and sales teams in helping land 
new business but the primary role will be focused on winning and delighting target accounts with 
a remarkable customer experience. 

Role Key Elements 

1. Client Management 

Work directly with clients to build and strengthen personalised relationships with key 
clients and support internal teams' operational delivery. Maintain and expand 
relationships in partnership with the Client Services Director. 
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2. Targeting 

Skilful use of technology and data to target and manage accounts with the highest 
potential of high ROI. Define strategic importance, product fit, territory and competitors to 
provide insight on carefully-chosen accounts to the leadership team.  

3. Client Engagement 

Expand business through account relationships. Design and run coordinated and 
personalised campaigns across various marketing channels, deliver consistent customer 
experiences. Tailor content and interactions to specific client needs and preferences. 
Angle business proposition in a way that makes it the most-relevant and ideal option for 
target accounts. 

4. Measurement 

Insightful measurement and forecasting of ROI for each account. Setup and provide 
overall regular and ad-hoc reporting to the Client Services Director.  

5. Stakeholder Management 

Work closely with internal and external partners to ensure our level of delivery meets 
expectations. 

Keeping marketing and sales team aligned and informed all the time by focussing on 
cross-team collaboration and seamless communication promoting transparency across 
the business. Streamlining sales and marketing processes for maximum efficiency. 

6. Digital & Demand 

Exceptional digital thinking with demand campaign experience, from inception to 
completion. 

Skills and Experience 

• Exceptional leader and high-performer, highly motivated and a self-starter with strong 
sales, marketing and client service skills 

• Must have proven prior marketing experience in a senior ABM role – preference to those 
with B2B Digital and/or Agency background 

• Skilled influencer, outstanding communicator 

• The ability to autonomously identify opportunities, generate ideas and formulate 
strategies 

• Strong understanding of the B2B Technology landscape 

• Commercially-focused with proven skills in client organic growth acceleration 

• Highly organised multi-tasker with impeccable attention to detail 

• Experience of working in a fast-paced environment, managing multiple projects and 
priorities and demonstrating effective organisational and time management skills 
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